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At-A-Glance

SOLOMO Technology is a venture-backed company led by passionate,
experienced digital people. SOLOMO Exchange is a web services platform
that connects three services - SOLOMO Identity, SOLOMO Geo, and SOLOMO
Intent - to branded retail applications.

Figure 1. How the Cisco and SOLOMO Exchange Solution Enhances the In-Store
Experience

What Is the Cisco and SOLOMO Exchange Solution?
SOLOMO Exchange is a web services platform that sits on top of the Connected
Mobile Experiences infrastructure to connect three services - SOLOMO Identity,
SOLOMO Geo, and SOLOMO Intent - to branded retail applications.
The SOLOMO Geo core service, powered by the Cisco® Mobility Services
Engine (MSE), features:
•
•
•
•

•

Push notification engine to welcome customers when they enter a store
(iOS/Android).
Trust-building check-in system that provides a consent mechanism for
customers to receive a localized in-store experience.
Contextual offers engine that allows marketers to engage customers based
on their locations in the store.
Retail dashboard portal that contains map- and statistics-based business
intelligence, real-time device maps, and personal ID information (if a
customer has chosen to identify themselves).
Integration with SOLOMO Identity service (optional add-on), enabling a
two-way, trust-enhancing exchange. The retailer provides specific value to
the customer in exchange for specific personal information. The customer
has the power to edit or revoke that information.

The SOLOMO Exchange brand is a collection of web services that work
together, or separately, to provide solutions to retailers’ most pressing needs.
Each service on the SOLOMO Exchange platform is priced separately. Please
contact SOLOMO for pricing information.
SOLOMO Technology, Inc. offers basic SOLOMO Exchange powered “retail
applications” that can be branded for a retailer that either does not or cannot
integrate the services with an existing application.
SOLOMO Technology, Inc. operates a Professional Services division that can do
custom software development for retailers, and has done so for a number of
major brands.
In Figure 1, a fictional store brand, North End Outfitters, has incorporated
SOLOMO Geo and SOLOMO Identity services into its mobile application.

Figure 2 shows how North End Outfitters can use the SOLOMO Retail
Dashboard to view devices and identified customers within their store, in real
time. Additionally, through the use of Cisco MSE APIs, the dashboard displays
customer analytics and business intelligence maps.
Figure 2. The Retail Dashboard for Cisco and SOLOMO Exchange Services
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What Are the Benefits of the Cisco and SOLOMO Exchange Solution?
With the ability to influence consumer behavior at the point of purchase
through personalized offers, companies have experienced up to a 20 percent
increase in promotional conversion rates, as well as a 15 percent increase in
average basket size, and a 10 percent increase in the purchase of suggested
upsell and cross-sell products. Other benefits include:
•
•
•

Increased consumer satisfaction and loyalty as a result of receiving highly
relevant offers in a single click at the moment of decision
Positive impact on associate retention
Increase in customer referrals

Furthermore, SOLOMO and Cisco both use the Windows Azure Cloud platform
for SOLOMO Exchange™ and the Cisco Unified Computing System™ (Cisco
UCS®).

For More Information
For more information, please visit:
•
•
•

www.cisco.com/go/cmx
marketplace.cisco.com/catalog/products/2297
www.slmtechnology.com

The platform will help accelerate revenue and gross profit for each party
through joint selling.
The Cisco and SOLOMO Geo solution engages the consumer in real time with
in-store context-aware, personalized offers.
SOLOMO Identity services give retailers the chance to engage the consumer
in a two-way dialogue directly, allowing the retailer to personally market to its
customers while strengthening trust and brand affinity.

Cisco and SOLOMO Exchange Solution Technology Overview
The Cisco and SOLOMO Exchange Solution requires a Cisco WLAN
infrastructure (access points, controller, Cisco Prime™ Infrastructure) and the
Cisco Mobility Services Engine (MSE) with the appropriate licenses for clients,
wireless intrusion protection system (wIPS) for payment card industry (PCI)
compliance, and new additional Advanced Location Services license module
to supplement the SOLOMO Application Analytics. In most cases, it is assumed
the retail brand will already have a Cisco WLAN infrastructure. An integration
phase to make the Cisco infrastructure ready forSOLOMO Exchange Services
will include an additional site survey and will use the knowledge base in the
Cisco deployment guides for context-aware services.
By combining the power of the SOLOMO Exchange Services Engine and the
mobile technologies in Cisco’s MSE with location analytics and Cisco WLAN,
Cisco and SOLOMO are offering transformative cloud-based mobile solutions
for retail.
Solutions include SOLOMO Exchange Services powered by Cisco MSE, the
MSE’s context-aware API, and in the near future, Cisco Advanced Location
Services integrated with the Microsoft Windows Azure Cloud Servers to
provide a cost-effective software-as-a-service (SaaS) offering.
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